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Fish are a bit like birds or flying insects: they have built-in mechanisms that allow them to move up and down and from side to side in their environment. But the methods that allow fish to do this are closer to the principles behind artificial flying machines than to natural flight methods. Most fish rise and sink into the water in the same way
that a hot air balloon filled with helium or a hot air balloon rises and sinks into the air. To see how it works, you need to understand the various forces at work in the air and underwater. While these environments seem very different to us, the water and air are actually very similar. Both are fluids, substances with mass but no shape. On
Earth, an object immersed in a fluid (such as a fish or a person) experiences two main forces: Advertising Gravity's downward shootingThe upward thrust of buoyancy is caused by a difference in fluid pressure at different levels in the fluid. Particles at lower levels are pushed down by the weight of all particles above them. Particles at
higher levels have less weight above them. As a result, there is always more pressure under an object than above it, so the fluid constantly pushes the object upwards. To learn more about the strength of buoyancy, read How hot air balloons work.) The buoyancy force on an object is equal to the weight of the fluid moved from that object.
For example, if you dip an empty gallon milk jug in a bathtub, you move a gallon of water. The water in the bathtub then pushes upwards on the jug with just over 8 pounds of force, the weight of a gallon of water. An object with a larger volume is pushed up with more force because it moves smoother. Of course, if the object is denser (and
therefore heavier) than water, no matter how much water you move -- it will sink again. To climb, a fish must reduce its overall density by increasing its volume without significantly increasing its mass. Most fish do this with something called a bath bladder. A bath bladder is just an expandable bag, like a human lung. To reduce its overall
density, a fish fills the bladder with oxygen collected from the surrounding water through the gills. When the bladder is filled with this oxygen gas, the fish has a higher volume, but its weight is not greatly increased. When the bladder is expanded, it moves more water and then experiences greater buoyancy force. When the bladder is
completely inflated, the fish has maximum volume and is pushed to the surface. When the bladder is completely deflated, the fish has minimal volume and sinks to the bottom of the ocean. To stay at a level a fish fills the bladder to the point of moving a volume of water that weighs what the fish weighs. In this case, the buoyancy and
gravity forces cancel each other out, and the fish remains at that level. Most fish get up and sink using this method, method, not everyone does. Some species do not need a swim bladder because they spend their entire lives touching the bottom of the ocean. Other fish, such as stingrays and sharks, rise and fall forward. Just like in an
airplane, the movement of fluid under the fins creates lifting, which pushes the fish upwards. Or just as likely, we have questions and you have answers. Access Edit deconnoted profile In every parent's life, we have challenges that we have to face or climb over. Talk to the TODAY parent team about how you live up to the challenges of
your life. Maybe you've overcome something huge or you're in the middle of the fight. Hey, maybe the challenge is to spend the day without losing the marbles. We got him. And we're here to support each other. We share our trials and triumphs as parents and people and help each other live up to the occasion! We present this challenge
as part of our partnership with Mom 2.0; the TODAY Parenting Team is the national media partner of the Mom 2.0 2017 Summit. Thank you for joining the conversation. Remember, your photos, content and comments can be used on the TODAY show and its digital and social platforms. You must be a parent or guardian of any child in
any content you post or you must have parental permission to do so. If you have any questions, please contact today.community@tidalmail.com. Join the conversation join or sign in to send! Most popular | More recently, ten or fifteen years ago, I wouldn't have believed I'd be able to see a movie like The Dark Knight Rises. Who would
have ned that superhero movies would be bramble from the bottom of Hollywood's social structure upwards, with quality, record-breaking franchises shaping the industry. Not me, but as a lifelong comic book geek, I'm happy to see the trend of smartly made movies using the heroes of my youth. And since the superhero's rebirth, no series
has had the high levels of quality that current Batman movies have shown. This doesn't necessarily make them the best or the funniest, but they're certainly well done. Director Christopher Nolan's nanny on Batman will likely be remembered for many, many years to come for what the films represent. Nolan wasn't the pioneer of the idea of
making superhero movies more mainstream by increasing their realism, but he probably perfected the idea, taking a larger-than-life character and presenting it in a way that was given the same respect as any character in the film. Batman Begins and The Dark Knight were not superhero movies, they were films that were based only on
superhero characters, and made a huge difference. After Batman Begins grabbed the attention of both the of mainstream comics and the dedicated one, The Dark Knight was a kind of perfect storm. The film was well done to begin with, and was elevated to the level of legendary legendary Heath Ledger's performance in an Oscar turn
that turned out to be his last. With that build-up, The Dark Knight Rises has the advantage of already being guaranteed at least a decent box office, but it also has the weight of trying to get past the movies that have it before. It's not an easy task. The Dark Knight rises not to the levels reached by Dark Knight, but is an appropriate
conclusion to what Nolan formed as a trilogy. There are some problems with the rhythm at first, but the film ends on an extremely high note and concludes the trilogy appropriately. The End Fear no, this review will be almost completely spoiler-free. Rises' story took place eight years after the events of The Dark Knight, but the effects of
what happened still undue on Bruce Wayne specifically (Christian Bale), and Gotham in general. Bane's (Tom Hardy) threat changes all this, as the new masked villain has plans that scar the city forever. And that's all you'll get from me on the plot. When the story begins, Gotham is mostly peaceful, which makes sense for the plot of this
film and the latest, but it also means that the film starts a little slowly, despite an impressive opening action scene that introduces Bane dramatically. In a short time they meet and meet the characters again. You already know Bruce Wayne, Alfred (Michael Caine) and Commission Gordon (Gary Oldman), and in the first few minutes you're
introduced to Selina Kyle/Catwoman (Anne Hathaway), Miranda Tate (Marion Cotillard), Bane, and John Blake (Joseph Gordon-Levitt). The first third of the nearly three-hour running time is spent explaining what's going on in the world and determining what's to come. When the action finally begins, he's still just working toward something.
Part of the reason for the slow start is Bane's character, which takes some time to define. Bane is in the film so much, maybe even more so than Bruce Wayne/Batman, but it's only halfway through that you see what makes Bane such a threat. His attitude is almost deficient. He needs this attitude much later in the film, but the first few
moments don't define him enough to make his appearances truly memorable. This is something that will improve in subsequent views. Oh, and just to clarify, the back-and-forth politics about the plot and the characters is ridiculous. You can make a topic that the film favors both sides of the political spectrum, and you'll be wrong in the
same way. It is appropriate, not political, and it boils down only to his personal point of view. Rises also has several moments taken from comics, but only fleetingly. It's a great adaptation in the sense that Nolan honors what fans love about comics without trying it out directly. Comic book fans should enjoy some of the subtlest references.
Unlike Dark Knight, it's not a standalone movie that that out of his predecessor. It's not really a complete movie in many ways, and it shouldn't be judged as such. It's the last chapter of a book you may not have realized you're reading. The underlying themes and currents that were present, but not explored in previous films, become rises'
driving force. If you look at it as the third part of a trilogy compared to the third film in a series, it will provide a deeply satisfying and meaningful conclusion. Star-studded cast, Batman! This film is Bale's best turn as a hooded crusader, mainly because he doesn't play Batman, he's playing Bruce Wayne. The opposite was true in the other
films, and this led to some of the lowest points in the series, including the ultra-gruff voice, which makes a comeback, but only briefly. In previous films, the emotional impact of the actions has been used as driving points for the plot - here they are the plot. This is, by far, the most exciting Batman movie Bale has dived into. Bruce Wayne's
journey is at the heart of this film, more than the growth of his masked alter ego or Gotham's plight. Strangely, however, both Batman and Bruce Wayne are absent for much of the film, which leads to some slowdown. There are adequate explanations for this, but the film relies heavily on the arcs of John Blake and Selina Kyle's characters.
This means that there are fewer action scenes than in previous films, but the third act does. The most surprising performance belongs to Anne Hathaway. Nolan has a talent for casting, and Hathaway gracefully pulls out the conniving, dangerous and finally complex Selina Kyle. She has to share her time with the rest of the ridiculously
talented cast so that her appearances are limited, but she doesn't waste a second of screen time. Hardy has a harder job, partly because his face is always obscured and his voice is added later, which is good, because the previous concerns of his voice that sounded like an early 90s speaker could have ruined the film on their own. The
way he speaks is a bit unusual, and rubs some people the wrong way. It's more nuanced than it first looks and is the kind of performance that will improve with multiple views, especially after Bane's story and true character have been revealed. Gordon-Levitt's Blake is also an important part of Rises, and both he and Gordon are aware of
the film. They are joined by a strong supporting cast, typical of Nolan. The skill of the cast is also important, because the first part of the film, which is full of exposure and set-ups, seems to skip some development in some parts. With an already long running time, Rises knows that it must exceed the first portions as quickly as possible it
then skips the parts and allows the cast to fill in the blanks. Batman in Technicolor When I Think visual style of each of the previous films, I equip a color scheme specific to each. I guess the first film has an amber hue, while the second one had a characteristic blue look. Of course, these are my personal interpretations, but they are the
ones for which I can make strong arguments. With that in mind, the dominant color of the third film is white. There is a clear lack of color throughout the film. Wally Pfister's cinematography is as great as ever and the way the film is shot is impressive. Grays and whites dominate the color scheme, and the pallet is sad, at least compared to
other movies. Part of that is due to the fact that most of the film is shot during the day. It's obviously not something that hurts most movies, but it's at odds with the other Batman movies and what you can expect from the character. Conclusion Of the three, The Dark Knight Rises is the weakest film in the series in general, but has the best
climax. In the other films, the focus was on the Batman character and Bruce Wayne was the mask. Positions are upside down in Rises. This is bruce wayne's story. It's about the man, and the toll his chosen life has taken on him. This reduces the angle of action a bit, but makes the ending more emotional.  Rises is better seen as the cap
of a trilogy than a film that stands alone. It takes the themes in the first two films that have only been slightly explored and focuses on them. Questions like Batman's arrogance and the effect of lies on the audience have a chance to escape here, and there's a much deeper connection to the world and characters because of that. If you
didn't like previous movies, this won't win you over. The Dark Knight Rises has less action and more drama than previous films in the series. Christopher Nolan and the cast have been entrusted with an almost impossible task: to conclude a trilogy that began with two of the most influential and highest-grossing films of all time. They don't
quite get over them, but it does justice to the series and tie the films together for a satisfying and satisfying conclusion. Editors' recommendations Councils
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